MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2017 - December 2018)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS LIST

English

JUMAN  Bibi Aaishaa

RAMSURUN  Karishma

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Asian Language - Full Time
(Intake July 2017 - December 2018)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Hindi

GOOREEAH-HASOWA Asha

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS WITH DISTINCTION

English
BAYRAGEE  Kureisha Bibi Amina
HUSNOO   Bibi Warda
NADAIR   Bibi Wazifa

French
IMRIT   Deepshikha Darshini

Science with Physics
ISSUR   Mohinisha
MOHABUTH Bibi Nuha Warda
NUCKCHED Aashna
SOOKHA Romesh Sharma

Visual Arts
RADEGONDE Marie Eglantine

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Business Education - Business Studies

BURKUT Mushirah Beenty

CHOWTHEE Bibi Faatimah Fadielah

GUPTAR Vanisha

JAMBOCUS Shaheena Bibi

JEEBODHUN Yudish Kumar

KORIMBOCCUS Safinaaz

MARIE LOUISE Sonia

PERYE Bibi Wardah

TORAUB Mohammad Sir Ahmed

Business Education – Economics

DOOKHAN Shahannah Bee

HEMRAZ Thriya

LESTE Jean-Laval Benjamin Bryan

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Business Education - Travel & Tourism

FOKEERBUX Be-Nazeer

FRANCIS Saskia Caroline

JAUMEER Faatimah Beebee Nuzhah

BAHADOOR Marie Isabelle Beatrice

CURPEN Karunika Dasi

DAWOKY Reema

GOGAH Muhammad Maahir

JAGUN Hetupama

LALLMON Yoovatee

PEERBOCUS Bibi Oumayra'

ROOPNAH Yogeeta

THAKOOR Yashila

TRILCHUN Natisha

VALAYDON Thayvanee

VYAPOOREE Vennila Modly

****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

French

BOSQUET Mary-Joyce Joanie Mélanie
CHINEEGADOO Mélissa Elodie
GUNPUTH Murlima
JAWAS Bibi Jamilah Zaynah
SANASSY Ashwina
SEEREEKISSOON Deevia

[Signature]

2/6/20
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Mathematics

BARDOTHIER  Elvira Oliviera Emmanuella
ERAHDUN  Bibi Kawthur Bint Reza
GOVIND  Manisha
MAUDHOO  Luvishan Kamal
MUNOHUR  Deepti
NALLA  Ridwaana
POONIAH  Iswarnath
RAMASAWMY  Reetish
RANDHARSHAN  Jeneeta

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Science with Biology

SUBBRAJAN  Karisma

Science with Chemistry

BENEE  Arohan
KIKA  Noor Kawthar
POWTOO  Sheik Abdool Rahman
RAM DHAN  Anjalee
SOOBRATTY  Najoood Sumayya Bint Sadeck
TAUPASS  Aniisah Banu
VALAYDON  Nallarasi

Science with Physics

JUGBUNDHOO  Hansa
KOHEEALLEE  Shabnam Bibi
MUNGRA  Yourvashee Devi
NAZEERALLY  Bibi Hajrah
SENUNDON  Neha

* * * * *
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
General Purpose - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Social Sciences

AGATHE  Sabrina

CHOWRIMOOTO  Jenny

JANOO  Kirtee Devi

JOYGOPAUL  Vibha

KALAWON  Lovishka

KHODABUKSH  Marie Christelle Shanen

PADARUTH  Arti

SUNGKUR-MOONESAWMY  Yonisha

Visual Arts

BAHADOOR  Nandisha

BISSESSUR  Anousha

PRAYAG  Priyadarshini

RAWAH  Basheera Bibi

ROUSSELIN  Marie Sandrine Laëtitia

****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Asian Language - Full Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS WITH DISTINCTION

Hindi

SEWRAJ Krishtee

*****

[Stamp: MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION EXAMINATION SECTION]
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Asian Language - Full Time
(Intake July 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS LIST

Hindi

CHINTARAM Lalina

CHOORAMUN Niveta

RAJROOP Prabha Devi

SOHORAYE Neevedeeta

*****

[Signature]
08/06/20
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme  - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS WITH DISTINCTION

Business Education

BABOO  Bibi Hasseenah
BHOBOTTY  Diya Hansinee
KISTOO-CHEETAMUN  Krishtee

Computer Education

HANSYE  Muhsina
MAHADEO  Chitralekha Yajna

English

CHINTALOO  Dheerata

French

ISSUREE  Husna
LALLIAWHEER  Dhanaluxmi
LOUISE  Marie Murtée Juliana
MOOTHIALOO  Saivanivatee
RAMLUGUN  Priyal Ridhishi
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme – Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS WITH DISTINCTION

Home Economics
CALLICHURN Teeanjani
DANYEN-JOYRAM Shemine Bibi

Mathematics
NAGGEA Joveshram

Science with Biology
HAREEAH Davina Mandy
MANAI Gatil

Science with Physics
GOOLZAR Priya
LALLBEEHARRY Dhirtee Devi

Social Sciences
KALLUTEE Gitasha
MUDALLI Rammalingum
RAMSURRUN Anishta

08/06/20
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Business Education

BEEKEE Oodaye
BHANDU Keshaw
BOODHOO Rajiv Kumar
BUHOOA Gavnisha
DASANI Arvind
DIHAL Teelucksingh
GOBIN Dhanishtha
JEWON Visha
JHUMKA Bibi Yashera
JODHUN Bhavna Devi
KAUDUR Mohammad Faaris
KHODABOCUS Sheikh Mohammad Javed Khan
MAHAMAD HASAIN Saneha
MAUDHUB Kamlesh
NAUZEER Bibi Tasneem Farhanah
OOMUR Bibi Tashmeem
RAJARAMSING Shalini Devi
RAMKISSOON Indraja
RAMTOHUL Tina
TARACHAND Robina
TREEBHOOWON Kamalsingh
VALAYDON Teerooven

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme  - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Computer Education

CAROSIN  Lévi Nathanaël
CHEEKOORY  Sundeep Kant
DAVASGAIUM  Jemah Jessica
DOMUN  Nazish Rabia

EUSTASIE  Georges Benoit Ludwig
ROSE  Jovani
SOHATEE  Chitra Lekha Rani
SOOBROYDOO  Asveenee

English

APPADU  Sanjana Devi
AYASSAMY NYNAN  Deenamanee
BISSESSUR KHANNA  Mayawantee
CHINEAH  Saraswatee
DAWODHARRY  Nundinee Cossiladevee
JAULIM-CASMALLY  Bibi Roohan Nushra
KEESOONDOYAL  Sharon Karen

LO SHUN SHING  Oy Meng Tracy Jenna
LALLDHAREE  Artee
MAHADOO  Paul Joël Stephane
SEERUTTUN  Roumila
SELLAMUTHU  Venilla
SUJIWON  Marie Wenda
SUMPUTH  Geetika
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

French

BHOJRAZ  Soobhavna
BOODHUN  Padmini
DILMOHAMUD  Saira Banu
DODIN  Laëtitia Melissa Julie
FOURABALLY  Muhammad Nabeel
KLEIN  Pascale Annick
LÉONIDE  Marie Angélique Jennifer
LOUIS  Marie Juliana Pascalline
MAHADOO  Swatee Bye
MATOMBÉ  Marie Alice Celine

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme  - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Home Economics

DABOO  Nishal
MUNCHETTY CHENDRIAH-RAMASAWMY  Pravinah
POORUN  Vidooshi Devi
SEECANTA  Anand Sharma
SEEDOO  Stephanie Severine
DOOKHEE  Deena

Mathematics

ADECALON  Kovani
BHOLEE BULDAWO  Rhasna
HANSAH  Chandranee
NITHOO  Lovenia

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Science with Biology

BHUNJUN Anu Devi
CAUSSY Sheewan
CHUMMUN Manisha
DAGAH Jayshen
DAUMOO Kajal
DEENMAHOMED Naajiyah
SINNAPEN Marie Grace Béatrice
TYPHIS Marie Harisha

Science with Chemistry

ANTONIO Marie Matthieu Nathaniel
BHEEROO Soodesna Devi
CHAVERNY Evans Jean-Michael
CHUNDHOO Ranjeet
CURTHASAMY Ameera
GAJUDHUR Sunny Anand
HALKORY Manvika

JUGGOO PARAG Jivita
PARAG Avinash
RAMBARUTH ANEEAPEN Sai Luxmi
SEETAL Marie-Christine Karen
SOOMARAH Ravina
UNMATHALLEGADOO Nimschi

MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION EXAMINATION SECTION

08/06/20
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)
PASS LIST

Science with Physics

BOODHUN  Zain-Ul-Hussein
BUSSUNT  Satyaparaksh
MOHAMUDALLY  Muhammad Ridwaan Abdool Latiff
RAMLOCHUND  Akhilendra Kumar
SOONATHON  Nassib

Social Sciences

ARMOOGUM  Marie Elodie Anastasia
FEZAH  Raviparsad
PEERUMAL  Sharon Benjamin
VIMBOOLY MOODELY  Kansamy

08/06/20
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Dance and Music - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATION RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS WITH DISTINCTION

Dance

BEHAREE Tejsree
KHADOO Raksha

Music - Vocal

HURRY Darshinee
SEEBORUTH Kavita
SEESURN Maheswarie

*****

08/06/20
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Dance and Music - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATION RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS LIST

Dance

BHURUT  Dooseeta

GREEDHARRYJEET  Kumari Yajna Devi

JUDHUN  Sarika Devi

NAOJEE  Keertee Bye

PANDOO  Bharati Devi

PUTTYAH  Nisha

RAMCHURUN  Margaret

Annex 3 (viii) (b)
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting - 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Dance and Music - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATION RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS LIST

Music – Instrumental

AUKHAJ  Dany

BISSOONAUTH  Rishta

DOORGAPERSAND  Chaya Devi

GUNHEA  Aroon

KOYLAH  Gianchand

Music – Vocal

HURRY-KISSOONDOYAL  Toolsee Devi

KHEDDO  Nirmala Devi

RAJAH  Poojah Devi

RAMDHEAN DEELJORE  Teelotma

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Asian Language - Part Time
(Examination January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS WITH DISTINCTION

Telugu

PENTIAH Geerishree

*****
MAURITIUS INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
MEMORANDUM TO ACADEMIC BOARD
244th Meeting – 08th June 2020
Post Graduate Certificate in Education Programme
Asian Language  - Part Time
(Intake January 2018 - December 2019)
EXAMINATIONS RESULTS (FINAL)

PASS LIST

Hindi
BABOO  Kaviraj

Marathi
JOYMUNGUL  Gaiheenee Devi

Telugu
BAPPOO  Niteen

MALLOO  Ansouiya

AVALA GURRIAH  Pouspavati

CANIAH  Greenishty

*****